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About This Game
Experience the mesmerizing world of Dreii, the award-winning collaborative physics
conundrum.
Dreii is a puzzling game about skill, logic and friendship. It subtly connects players in real-time across the world, to help one
another in a battle against gravity.

Build a Tower. The mission is simple. But once again, things get in the way... Explosives, thunderstorms, completely
incompetent colleagues. Oh, and have you heard of this thing called gravity?

Play with your friends. Dreii automatically connects all screens across all platforms. This means you can even play
with your friends who have Dreii on their mobiles.

Speak in 19 Languages. Dreii features an universal communication tool which allows players to speak to others,
wherever they are in the world.
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Let's Dance! One of the best thing about Dreii is how it sounds. Each player has its very own instrument. Avatars work
together to form Dreii's unique universal orchestra, creating a unique musical landscape, inspired by archaic instruments
and ancient melodies.

Uber Swiss Design. Dreii is designed to be as universal as possible. However, in a strange way it's also very Swiss,
where it was made. Clean typography, minimalism with attention to detail. Maybe that is why it has won the European
Design Award.
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Title: Dreii
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Etter Studio
Publisher:
Etter Studio
Release Date: 2 Feb, 2016
a09c17d780

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Dutch,Greek,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified
Chinese,Swedish,Turkish
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For $ .19 I'd say snatch it up. First off it has steam cards so I can actually make a profit of buying this game. On top of that it's a
small Dev team and I always like supporting smaller Dev teams because they aren't yet polluted with all the politics of big
studios. They are very responsive to thier community as well, they actually LISTEN to feedback and make changes accordingly.
That's commendable and there is something to be said about that. Oh yeah and the game itself isn't all that terrible. It's a simple
run n' gun game in wich you use WASD and your mouse to navigate your character through the levels. You can upgrade your
suit and your guns which has a great impact on gameplay. The more you play the better your character becomes until he is
unstoppable. They are working on getting the Multi-player up and running which sounds great. The game is moving away from
the Flash engine and being re-made on the Unreal 4 engine. I bought it for that fact alone. That being said there is some fun to
be had in the flash version. I have payed more for worse games.
-Casey. Can't reccomend game until anti cheat is fixed. Literally 1 hacker for every 3 players.. Has the best +18 sounds in voice
I ever heard in a snooker/8ball game.
Still the game is buggy as hell :D. Review for Giveaway reviewers ( http://store.steampowered.com/curator/30997743/ )
Who doesnt knows, classic coloring books, there is not too many things to say, its just coloring book :).
Score:
+20% 30 pictures to make colorful
+20% Super cheap
+20% Achievments
+20% For kids
-10% Only for kids
Final score:
70%. Love the game and have beaten it in easy and medium but the level called Ferngrowth seems literally/technically
impossible to beat in hard. If anyone can show me how they did it, any help would be apprecaiated.. I mean the game seemed
great. I loved Viridi. But when I start it, it doesn't even open. I get a black screen then it stops responding. I meet all the system
requirements too.. This is a casual game, which contains point and click and hidden-object components. It also has two modes.
Normal mode caters for players that are more casual. The mode provides many hints, and important areas are always
highlighted. Advanced mode on the other hand gives the player almost no hints.
There has been some improvement over the first Princess Isabella game, particularly in the art and design of backgrounds. The
game’s areas are more varied than its predecessors were. And it’s very nice that this time around the witch decided to curse more
than just a castle with similarly styled rooms! The ever-changing scenery also seems to have allowed this instalment to have
more quirky characters than its predecessor does. Although I’m pretty sure those dwarves are living in a hobbit hole!
The only issue that arose for me when playing this game, as that I came to a puzzle that did not seem to let me manipulate the
parts needed to complete it. Going back to title menu did not fix this. However, I found that changing the game between screen
modes (Fullscreen, Widescreen and Windowed), seemed to allow the game to work out better where the mouse cursor was
placed. So, there is an easy fix if you are to run into this issue.
I would recommend this game to people who enjoy these types of games. If you do not go into it looking for a life changing
experience, and just enjoy it for what it is, then this is a fun little game, and worth playing. Bear in mind it is a little short, but
worth the price, particularly if you can get it on sale!
. This is a really great little (big) game! It's not just about flying with Newtonian physics from planet to planet.
During my first run I ran across an abandoned space station. I grappled onto ti, got out of my capsule, entered the station (none
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of this is explained in the tutorial I figured it out by chance) found a bunch of stuff inside the station to power my ship and got
to the station's control room, booted up the engines and accidentally set the station on course with the system's sun. I was able to
hop out into my ship just in time nearly burning up in the star's corona. Flooring the accelerator out of there in the nick of time!
Only to slam into a passing asteroid, ending my short but sweet career.
I LOVED IT!
There's a lot of hours of fun to be had, especially if you enjoy exploring and flying with a great version of Newtonian physics .
What I really like about Adios Amigos is that there isn't anything out to kill you... except the occasional piked plant life,
tumbling rocks or asteroids caught by the planet's gravity.
A fun game, well worth the price! :)
NOTE: I was having TERRIBLE crashes every single time I tried playing it. The game would simply freeze. But I contacted the
developer and ever since the last patch I haven't crashed once. GREAT JOB guys!. It's a fun little arcade game with a interesting
dose of creativity. Not really a "binge game" but something best played in short bursts like wating for a download or a study
break.. I love this game! The tutorial was helpful and easy to understand, The Splice Tool was a beautiful idea, Unique names
that made me laugh! Controls were easy to learn.
But!
I've also noticed placing some of the objects such as forage and stove drop the FPS.
I would also like to add some suggestions for the game: Option to move Items stored at balloon port to a zoned Storage area,
Option to turn off Snow! Add Wanderers and Have a chance for Wanderers (Goblins, Moles, Skeletons, Ect) To join you
I Love the work You've put into this game so far! Do keep up the good work.
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Great game, incredibly well done, especially for an early access game. Could be better if there were more players but the bot
system is done very well to fill those empty spots so you always have a full game. Would definitely recommend.. this is a sequel
to a game that has become very known among all gamers' community: like a next year in school - game's got bigger. If a first
one modestly asked for 198 mb on hard drive this one has immediately eaten 4.7 GB. But, honestly, I don't know what has taken
all these spaces - graphics stayed almost the same minimal and primitive; its a pity, but i can't help but join lots of complaints
about camera controls, game controls. However - definite must have for fans of a serie :). Have to say hands down this game is
really fun a bit buggie here and there but i enjoy playing it alot and hope it keeps getting the updates it needs.. This was a mixed
bag. There were things I liked, as others have said, like the health system, however:
Pros
+ Good level of difficulty for hidden object scenes
+ Complicated scene interactions
Cons
- No voice acting
- low graphics quality - including no full-screen mode
- Short with no bonus material (took me under 3 hours)
- Map serves no purpose as cannot fast travel and locations not labelled
Only worth playing if you get on major sale. It's not so bad I would discourage you from playing it completely but it's not good
enough to actively recommend.. Once Sentence Review:
To say this very shortly, this game really butters my biscuits. (9/10)
Basic Review:
This game is REALLY good, and the level design really shows on levels like Geocity and Domo Paradise. It is totally worth the
price, and I love the devs. However, there are some bugs that make the game harder, like the mixtape bug. But in the end, the
adventure was amazing. (9/10)
Full Review:
Broken Reality is so much more than I thought it was. I started to neglect my surroundings as I progressed more into the game.
The level design is great, and I actually didn't want the game to end. I wanted more, like a gamemode, multiplayer, or just
something. I read something in the steam forums with the devs saying that they much rather make a second game than DLC, but
I feel like 1 or 2 DLC could really enhance the gameplay experience before they start development on another. At first, I
thought the game ended after the first level (or world) and I got pretty mad that I paid $15 for 2 hours of gameplay. However
once I saw that there were more levels, I was super happy. Broken Reality is worth the price, and the experience. This game is
almost perfect, with bugs that make some quest unwinnable, and some lag in the later levels. I really enjoyed this game, and
some updates could make this a 10/10. (9.5/10). Good game :). This game is great, not only is the gameplay and customization
fun but the community is so friendly! I've never played a game that made me feel so welcomed from the start. Really the only
flaw is that the playerbase is small, but its not too small! ^.^. Got on sale for 2$ and completely recommend for the price.
Rained on Easter so this was a perfect alternative. It is glitchy and not so visually appealing, but does what it says on the tin.
Perfect if you just wanna pretend you're hunting eggs.. It combines the playing style of the Batman Arkham series with a co-op
ability added. It's not a bad game, over all, though it would be interesting to play as Silk Spectre or Dr. Manhattan as well, I'm
not complaining. It's the kind of game that I'd play after an otherwise bad day or difficult day on the job. It's a great stress
reliever for what its worth.
10/10. Fun, but I feel like other games have come out that are miles ahead of this one. It was a great concept, and while it still is
fun... I feel there is much better out there for probably roughly the same price tag.
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